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To our readers,

At CPC Strategy our goal is to create resources, 
webinars, tutorials and guides that help make the 
retail search world easy to navigate, a map of the 
ecommerce world if you will. If at any time you have 
questions, suggestions or simply just unclear, reach 
out to contact@cpcstrategy.com. Happy learning!

Sincerely, 

Rick Backus | Co-Founder, CEO

mailto:contact@cpcstrategy.com
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How to ReAd tHis guide

This guide is designed as a resource for retail merchants on all 
knowledge levels- from those who know nothing about Google 
Shopping Product Listing Ads (PLAs) to those with a detailed 
campaign. Follow the key below to determine which sections 
of the guide are more suited to your needs. 

Introductory Google Shopping Strategy 

Intermediate Google Shopping Strategy

Advanced Google Shopping Strategy

In this guide we’ll go into depth on what PLAs are, why they are 
a great investment for retailers, and how to go about creating 
them. If you already have a PLA campaign running feel free to 
skip the section which outlines how to create PLAs. Similarly if 
you’re already on the PLA boat, you may want to skip the  
section which outlines why PLAs are a good investment. 

Throughout the guide we’ll use some Google terms which you 
may or may not be familiar with. Below are some of those  
major terms and what they mean in plain English.
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gLossARy

PLA: Product Listing Ads are paid display ads within Google search. 

Google Shopping: Google Shopping is a comparison shopping site within the 
Google network. PLAs are the display ads on Google Shopping, but can also be 
referred to as Google Shopping ads or simply Google Shopping. 

*Google Shopping, PLA, and Product Listing Ads will be referred to throughout 
interchangeably.

Paid Ads: Ads which merchants pay a cost per click (CPC) for each time they 
are click on in search.

Display Ads: Product ads which feature a product image. 

Ad group: One or more products that you have segmented into an ad through 
AdWords. You can have an ad group with one SKU, or an ad group which  
contains all of your products.

Product group: A product group is just another way to say ad group, and is a 
term associated with the new PLA campaign structure. 

AdWords Ads: Product Listing Ads are managed within the AdWords login, 
but there is a different type of Google ad which you also manage there, and 
appears on Google search. AdWords ads are text ads which are CPC, use the 
Google data feed and managed through AdWords, but do not feature images 
or appear in Google Shopping page major results.

Paid Ad: Ads which merchants are charged for. 
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Google Shopping Campaigns/ new PLAs: This is the new PLA campaign structure 
that is based on segmenting sections of the data feed for product groups that 
are subsets of the data feed. Google Shopping Campaigns is the official title 
for the new PLA structure, but we will refer to this as new PLAs or the new PLA 
structure throughout to avoid confusion.

Traditional/Old PLAs: PLAs as they are now work now allow merchants to  
create product groups based on labels in the data feed. In order to clearly  
establish which PLA structure we’re talking about the term traditional or old 
will be used with PLAs to indicate that this is the current campaign structure, 
not the latest update.



googLe in seARcH

cHAPteR 2
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googLe in seARcH

Comparison Shopping Engines

If you are looking to advertise online, there are a number  
of places for retailers including marketplaces, social media, 
and video.

One area where merchants list product ads is on comparison 
shopping sites. These are sites which show similar products 
from different merchants so shoppers can choose what to  
purchase based on price, consumer reviews and shipping 
rates. For merchants, this is a place where they can advertise 
outside of their website and appeal to a larger audience.

Google Shopping Overview 

Google is a search engine, it’s designed to curate results based 
on what people are searching for. Google Shopping is Google’s 
product search engine, but it is also the largest comparison 
shopping engine for products online. Google product ad results 
appear both Google Shopping (Google comparison shopping 
engine), Google search, and on individual comparison pages.

Currently Google Shopping is paid comparison shopping  
engine, meaning merchants pay to list products on Google. 
This has not always been the case, as Google Product Search 
was a free program for online retailers prior to July 2012.  

http://cpcstrategy.com/product-listing-ads/what-do-google-shopping-ads-look-like/
http://cpcstrategy.com/product-listing-ads/what-do-google-shopping-ads-look-like/
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Google Shopping is a comparison site that show products  
from different retailers so shoppers can purchase items for  
the lowest price. Google Shopping is its own comparison  
shopping engine, but it is a part of Google which is a search 
engine. When searching for a product on Google, you’ll notice 
that Google Shopping has its own tab: 

Just like other popular comparison shopping engines, Google 
Shopping also has its own homepage: 
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Rather than going to Nordstrom.com and Journeys.com online 
shoppers can search on Google Shopping to see similar products 
from both sellers:

get moRe on 
googLe, AmAzon, AdwoRds,  
& RetAiL seARcH

Dominate Retail Search

http://cpcstrategy.com/packages/
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Like other comparison shopping engines, Google Shopping is 
designed to help online shoppers to search for items from  
different merchants based on product attributes such as  
quantity, price, and color: 

Since Google Shopping is a part of Google, Google Shopping 
ads are incorporated into Google as a whole, in addition to the 
Google Shopping site.

You can see this within a Google search page if you are searching 
for a product. In this case the Google search page identifies 
you are looking to shop, or purchase something, and so it  
provides Google Shopping results, or paid Google product ads, 
in addition to the information which would also appear on that 
search page.
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In this case, Google is showing Google Product ads on a search 
page in addition to unpaid search results and text ads. 

Shoppers can look at paid product information by selecting 
the shopping tab or clicking “shop for Keds on Google”, both of 
which lead to Google Shopping: 
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Google Shopping PLAs on Google search and on Google  
Shopping lead to individual merchants’ websites. 
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oveRview oF googLe sHoPPing seARcH PAge

You may have noticed there are a couple of other elements to 
a Google search page. Google search defaults to the web tab:
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A Google search page is composed of Product Listings Ads,  
AdWords ads or text ads, and organic search results. All of 
which appear based on what the searcher types into the search 
box. Here is a holistic look at how search results appear on a 
Google search: 

Pay Per Click (PPC) Text Ads

Standard Organic Search Results

PLAs/Google Shopping Results
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We went over Product Listing Ads briefly above, but to recap 
Product Listing Ads are display ads (they have images) which 
appear on Google search, Google Shopping and on Google 
comparison pages. Within Google search, Product Listing Ads 
typically appear on the right of the page:

Google also notes that these are paid ads: 
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To the left of PLAs, you’ll notice some more ads which are  
outlined with a pink background:

Similar to PLAs, these are paid pay per click (PPC) ads which 
lead to a merchant’s site. Unlike PLAs, these ads don’t have 
images and use different merchant information. Similarly,  
Google provides an explanation of how and why these ads 
appear in search:
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Text ads can sometimes also appear to the bottom, top  or 
farther down to the left of a page: 

Similarly, PLAs can sometimes be at the top of search, or in a 
different location:
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Below Google’s text ads and PLAs, you’ll see organic Google 
search results, which are unpaid results Google aggregates 
based on your search:

More recently Google has made some updates where search 
information for brands or different queries appears on the 
right for some search pages: 
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There are a lot of things on a Google search page. In fact, 41% 
of users searching on Google don’t even know the paid ads 
aren’t organic results. On top of that, last year product results 
appeared for free in organic search without images. The face 
of Google search has changed significantly in a year, and  
continues to change. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/google/10174121/40-of-consumers-unaware-Google-Adwords-are-adverts.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/google/10174121/40-of-consumers-unaware-Google-Adwords-are-adverts.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/google/10174121/40-of-consumers-unaware-Google-Adwords-are-adverts.html
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is googLe sHoPPing RigHt FoR youR stoRe?

Google Search is the largest search engine, and PLAs are the 
highest converting ad. Here are some pretty significant Google 
numbers which support PLAs:

There are over 1 billion products on Google Shopping

Google PLA clicks increased 200% YOY since Sept (2012)

PLAs are available in 23 countries globally

Display ads have a 22% higher click-through rate than 

traditional text advertisements

In addition to conversion rates and visibility, Product Listing Ads 
are designed to be more manageable for merchants including:

PLAs allow you to make ad group and bid changes

PLAs work with Google Analytics

Shopping campaigns let you make changes in AdWords

Remember PLAs may or may not be a good fit for your online 
store. Consider the questions below before creating a Google 
Shopping campaign.
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Should You List on Google Shopping?

There are over one billion products on Google Shopping, but 
should your products be on Google Shopping?

Here are some questions to consider your store’s fit with  
Google Shopping PLAs:

How many products are on your site?

If you sell less than 500 products Google Shopping may 
give your products less visibility than you might want. 
And it could be difficult for you to break out product 
groups effectively depending on your site and product 
category.

What category are most of your products in?

Not all product categories are created equal. Like all of  
ecommerce, some categories are more competitive 
on Google and others just don’t get a lot of customer 
traffic. Categories like automotive, baby supplies, 
tools, or furniture can get low traffic volume, while 
categories like Apparel can get a lot of clicks, but have 
more merchant competition. If you sell novelty items, or 
something like intimate apparel you are likely to run into 
clicks which won’t convert.
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What’s your Google Shopping budget? 

Your daily bids and budget are going to be very different 
from other merchants, even sometimes those in your 
product category. It’s hard to say what a good budget 
or bid is with competition and different categories. 
However a good baseline for a minimum Google 
Shopping budget is $1,000/month. Consider your ROI 
goals when setting your bids and budget. If you have 
a particularly strict budget you may have difficulty 
meeting it on Google.

What Is The Quality Of Your Site?

Your online site is your home. Would you be a 
houseguest at someone’s place if it was a mess? Site 
quality is a major conversion element for users, and 
Google uses site quality as part of its algorithm to 
determine merchant quality. If your site is undergoing 
testing, has multiple errors, or could be considered 
spammy you may want to hold off on creating PLAs.



cReAte PRoduct Listing Ads

cHAPteR 3
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cReAte PRoduct Listing Ads

Create a data feed 

Establish PLA goals

Install Tracking and Link Accounts 

Create ad groups in Adwords 

Set bids and budget

Create a data feed

To list your products on Product Listing Ads, you’ll need to 
create a data feed. A data feed is a digital representation of 
your products. Generally this is represented as a document 
which contains all of the product information you need to 
communicate to Google in order to list ads. 

Data feed format is different for various comparison shopping 
engines, but most data feeds are excel files with columns such 
as title, description, price, quantity, image,etc. Learn more 
about data feeds here.

https://support.google.com/merchants/answer/188478?hl=en
https://support.google.com/merchants/answer/188478?hl=en
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Your Google data feed should:

Contain all of your product information. Make sure 
your product information is up to date and detailed. You 
want to always send Google correct prices, quantities, 
images, and product information.

Google Shopping results are powered by Google sifting 
through its stockpile of information and deciding which 
pages or products are the most relevant to the customer 
search. The more detailed information you can send 
Google the better Google can determine if your product 
is relevant. If you don’t tell Google your sneaker is red, 
how can it pull that sneaker for a red shoe search?

Match Google’s format requirements. Google can 
suspend all of your ads if your data feed doesn’t meet its 
format or content requirements. Ensure your data feed 
doesn’t include any restricted products or categories, 
and follows Google’s data feed specifications.

Here is an example of a Google Shopping data feed.

Be sent to Google regularly. Your shoppers are on Google 
every day price comparing and browsing. If your product 
information ever changes- especially price or quantity, 
you need to communicate that to Google by sending your 
data feed at regular intervals. If you can’t send your data 
feed automatically consider using a data feed provider. 
Remember that some data feed providers offer feed  
management while others just send your data feed. 

https://support.google.com/merchants/answer/2731539?hl=en
https://support.google.com/merchants/answer/188494
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2009/10/sample-data-feeds-and-feed-specifications-for-comparison-shopping-engines/
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Be easy to change. You need to have access to your data 
feed. If you are using a data feed provider, you should 
have fluid lines of communication so you can update 
product information and labels whenever your inventory 
changes, or for sales and seasonal promotions, etc. 

dAtA Feed PRoduct titLes And descRiPtion

In addition to giving Google as much product information as  
possible, you can also optimize your product titles and descriptions 
to make them more Google and shopper friendly.

People read from left to right, likewise through research we’ve 
determined Google weights title and descriptions terms from 
left to right. If you design your product titles and descriptions 
based on this logic, they are more likely to show up for the 
queries you want them to.

List important product details at the beginning of a 
product title or description followed by less important 
details. Learn more about optimizing your product 
titles and descriptions here.

Data Feed Details

Google uses the same data feed for Google text ads as it does 
for your Product Listing Ads, so if you have a data feed already, 
you’ll only need to make some minor adjustments.

http://cpcstrategy.com/product-listing-ads/shopping-feed-tips/
http://cpcstrategy.com/product-listing-ads/shopping-feed-tips/
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Also remember that your product data feed is sent to the 
Google Merchant center, which you can access through  
AdWords. Some Google programs require an additional data 
feed, so you may have one or more data feed within the  
Google Merchant Center. 

The Google Merchant Center is also the place where Google 
reports any data feed errors or issues, so be sure to check in 
on your data feed on a regular basis to prevent some or all of 
your products from being unavailable in search. If you aren’t 
already using the Google Merchant Center you’ll also need to 
verify your website through the login.

Establish PLA Goals

Before you start any project you should consider what you want 
to get out of it, and what you already know. Architects don’t 
build a house without detailed plans and years of schooling. 

Determine what ROI you want on Google Shopping, how much 
you can spend and what products you want to have appear in 
search. Use internal data and Google Analytics to really get a 
feel for what you want with your Google Shopping campaign 
and how you want it to look. This is particularly important if 
you’re using the new Google Shopping Campaign structure.

If you don’t have any product performance data it’s a good 
idea to start out slowly with PLAs and build out based on  
product performance. 
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Install Tracking and Link Accounts

Goals are all well and good, but they aren’t going to help you  
if you can’t see performance data or look back at where you’ve 
been. Before you can effectively manage a PLA campaign you 
need to make sure to lay the foundation for Google Analytics 
and AdWords.

Link AdWords and Google Merchant Center 
The Google Merchant Center is where you send your 
data feed, basically telling Google what products you 
have and their relevant details. The AdWords login is 
where you manage your paid ad campaigns. In order to 
list products on Google Shopping, these two programs 
need to be able to communicate with one another, or 
be linked. Ideally you should also use and link Google 
Analytics to analyze product performance and leverage 
perforamance data. 

Install Google AdWords Tracking
AdWords is the program which you’ll use to manage 
PLAs. It’s here that you’ll predominantly look at reports, 
change ads and make account changes. Google gets its 
information on your products from your data feed, but it 
can’t track conversions and similar product data without 
information from your online store. Google needs to talk 
to your online store in order to aggregate that data in 
AdWords. You can do this in the AdWords login under 
Tools and Analysis tab by selecting conversions.

http://cpcstrategy.com/product-listing-ads/link-adwords-with-google-merchant-center/
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Install Google Analytics Tracking
Google Analytics is the program which collects, saves 
and displays performance data for your products 
(AdWords does some of this as well). For Google 
Analytics to collect this information Google needs to 
communicate with your online store. For this to happen 
you need to install a code snippet on the backend of 
your site. Check out our 35 page guide on Google 
Analytics for more information on setting up tracking 
and generating reports in Analytics.

Create ad groups in AdWords

Once you’ve sent your product information to Google you’ll 
want to create groups of ads within Google using the AdWords 
login. Remember AdWords is where both Product Listing Ads 
and text ads are managed, and both use the same Google feed.

It’s important to note that Product Listing Ads recently updated 
as Google Shopping Campaigns, a program which is currently 
in beta. Google Shopping Campaigns are a new way to structure 
ads within Product Listing Ads that integrate parts of the feed 
in the AdWords login and structure ad grouping based on a hi-
erarchy. Moving forward you’ll notice I’ll say traditional or old 
PLAs, by which I mean the current PLA format, vs. the new or 
updated PLAs by which I mean Google Shopping  Campaigns. 
I’ll elaborate more on the differences later in this guide.

Also of note, it’s possible to run the two types of Google  
campaigns simultaneously, which can create overlap with 
product ads. 

http://cpcstrategy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Google-Analytics-Guide-for-Ecommerce.pdf
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Traditional Product Listing ads allow you to create ad groups 
(or ads for multiple products) based on the labels in your data 
feed. You can choose to group your ads based on 6 labels in 
the Google data feed:

I.D- product id, or identifier (MPN, SKU)

Product Type- e.g clothing, electronics

Brand

Condition- e.g new,  used

AdWords labels- The AdWords labels column isn’t a 
required column in the Google data feed. However it’s 
a major way to create custom ad groups for traditional 
Product Listing Ads. You can create custom ad groups 
for best sellers, products over a certain price, seasonal 
items, and almost any product attribute you’d like using 
the AdWords labels and AdWords grouping columns. 

new sHoPPing cAmPAign Ad cReAtion 

With Google Shopping Campaigns, ad breakout is a little bit 
different, with AdWords labels columns replaced with custom 
label columns 0-4. Unlike traditional PLAs, Google Shopping 
Campaigns work on a layering system for ad creation. Instead 
of breaking out ad groups based on feed labels and branching 
out, Shopping Campaigns carve ad groups out of your data 
feed like cutting pieces out of a pie. Shopping Camapaigns  
have a base of the all products product group (your whole 
feed), from which product groups for ads are cut out and  
whittled down.
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You have the option of only using your All Products product 
group, just like you can with your All Products ad group:

From here you can choose one of 10 feed attributes through 
which to create a product group underneath all products:

Category (Google Product Category)

Brand

Item ID

Condition

Product Type

Custom Label 0 - 4

You’ll notice the sixth option here is Custom label. The 5  
available Custom Labels columns are similar to the old  
AdWords Labels column with one exception. You can only have 
1 custom label per column, which is probably why Google lets 
you add 5 columns.
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Use Google Analytics

Remember to use performance data or Google Anaytics to  
determine which products and product groups you want to 
create ad groups for. Delve into your product performance 
before you start to break out ads.

If you don’t have access to any product performance data  
start by creating an ad group for your entire data feed, or an 
all products ad group. Use this group to accumulate product  
performance data and build out your ads based on what  
coverts well.

Set Bids And Budget

You can use these data feed labels to identify products or 
groups of products in your data feed which you would like to 
create ads for. Each group will have its own bid which you will 
need to choose based on which products you would like to 
rank higher on search or show up more frequently. You’ll  
also need to set a daily budget for your whole Google  
Shopping campaign.

Product Listing ads are designed based on a bid hierarchy, so 
ad groups with a higher product bid will have precedence over 
those with lower bids. Remember to set up a bid hierarchy so 
that products which convert well are assigned a higher bid, 
and those which you want to limit visibility to are bid lower. 

Bids

With traditional product listing ads it’s possible to have products 
in different ad groups at the same time. You might have a pair 
of shoes which is in a brand ad group (using the brand column 
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in the data feed), best seller ad group and a seasonal ad group 
(using AdWords labels). The bid assigned to this shoe is going to 
default to the highest bid you have among these three ad groups. 
This type of bid overlap can happen a lot depending on how many 
ad groups you have broken out and what type of products  
perform well for your online store. Keep bid hierarchy in mind 
when you create your Google campaign ad structure.

Google Shopping Campaigns do not work based on a bid  
hierarchy, so this isn’t something you’ll need to worry about if 
you’re using the new campaign format. However you still want 
to give higher bids to product groups which you want to have 
more visibility, and lower bids to product groups like your all 
products group.

Budget

You can set your entire campaign budget when you create your 
campaign, or go back in and change the amount of spend you’ll 
allow daily under the settings tab. PLAs work based on CPC 
(cost per click) charges. You set a CPC bid for where you’d like to 
compete, and each time someone clicks your ad your AdWords 
account charges you a CPC based on other CPCs bids in your 
category. Each of those CPC charges comes from your overall 
PLA campaign budget (note you can have multiple campaigns).

Think of your PLA campaign budget as a Starbucks card. You 
put money on your card, and you can only buy drinks using the 
card until your balance runs out. Your PLA ads will be displayed 
on Google until your daily budget is reached, at which point 
Google will stop showing your ads for that day.
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Choose a daily budget that makes sense for your online store, 
and consider some of the following budget best practices:

Monitor your campaign to make sure your ads  
are running. 

Create AdWords Alerts (automate> create rule for  
campaigns) to send yourself reminder emails when 
your daily budget reaches a certain threshold. 

Look at performance over time for your campaign 
to see at what time you’ve been reaching your 
budget every day (in the past week, month, etc) 
to determine a reasonable daily budget.

You can keep your COS lower with a lower daily budget, but 
remember that will limit your product exposure. Inversely you 
can give your products a lot of traffic, but that translates into 
higher daily spend on PLAs. 

new googLe sHoPPing cAmPAigns  
vs. oLd PLAs

Google Shopping Campaigns are a new way to structure Product 
Listing Ads within AdWords. How Product Listing Ads work and 
where they appear in search is the same. The difference is how 
merchants can create ads within the AdWords login and how 
those ads are structured. 
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Google Shopping Campaign Structure

As outlined in the section above on how to create product 
groups, the major difference between traditional Product 
Listing Ads structure and Google Shopping Campaigns is that 
Shopping Campaigns work based on remainder type of funnel. 
Ad groups are created from the entire data feed, and are broken 
down based on what remains. Traditional Product Listing ads 
allow more of a free for all with ad groups overlapping and 
containing the same products.

Hierachical

Segments “remaining products” from All product

Ad groups not product groups

Custom Labels 0-4 (vs. AdWords_labels)

10 Feed attributes

All Products

Product Category

Product Sub  
Category
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Google Shopping Campaigns also allow merchants to see more 
of the data feed within AdWords, which makes looking at 
product data easier.

Depending on your online site and how broken out your  
current Google Shopping Campaign is, you may or may not 
want to create Google Shopping Campaigns. 

Here are some questions to help you identify whether Google 
Shopping Campaigns are a good fit for your online store or if 
you should stick with Product Listing ads as is:

Do you have an existing PLA Campaign with historical perfomance?

Is your PLA Campaign broken out extensively  (e.g. best sellers, 
price buckets,etc)?

Are you using multiple AdWords labels in your data feed?

Does your PLA Campaign use filters?

Do you have limited access to your data feed?

Are you only using an all products ad group?

Are your PLA ads fairly limited in how broken out they are?

Are you using few AdWords labels in your data feed?

Hold off on starting with a 
Google Shopping Campaign 
if answered yes, to any of 

those questions

Good canditate for a  
Google Shopping Campaign 

if answered yes to any of 
those questions
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While useful and more intuitive, Google Shopping Campaigns 
are also limiting depending on what your strengths are. If  
you already have a broken out PLA campaign, and you are 
knowledgeable about Google Shopping, your campaign may 
be limited with Google Shopping Campaigns. Inversely, if you 
have limited access to your data feed, and have difficulty 
breaking out your ads then the new PLA structure would be  
a good fit for your ads.

Here is a look at some of the limitations that Google Shopping 
Campaigns present as well as some of the benefits the new PLA 
structure gives merchants. Remember that Google Shopping  
Campaigns are still in beta, so Google may make additional 
changes to the program. 

Benefit

Easy build out

Data will already exist when you subdivide 
your groups

Benchmark CTR & Bids

Products tab shows you all your product 
data directly in the AdWords login and is 
searchable by any attribute

Limited segmentation

Less accessible graphical  
representation of performace  
over time, different locations for  
information like downloadable 
reports, change history within  
AdWords (dimensions)

Layers cannot be retrieved  
once deleted

Easy to delete entire campaign

Limitation
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PLA Best PRActices

Audit

Once you’ve broken out your Product Listing Ads product 
groups, you should be actively auditing your ad groups to 
elevate products which perform well and limit visibility to 
products which garner a lot of clicks but low conversions. This 
means you should be in your AdWords campaign at least once 
a week, and ideally at least once a day. Which products perform 
well is going to vary based on the season, your sales and 
what’s popular.

Remember that with the traditional PLA structure your products 
may be in multiple ad groups, so be sure products which you 
want to show up have a higher bid, and those with a low ROI 
are in an ad group with the lowest bid. 

Here are some best practices for PLA ad group structure:

Generally we recommend the All Products ad group 
be bid at $.01 so any more granular ad group bids you 
make will override that all products group. 

Often you will also want to include a product in multiple 
product groups, or give it multiple targets such as an 
item which is in a category, has a particular brand and is 
also a best seller.

Avoid creating ad groups for each of your products.
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With the new Google Shopping Campaigns you’ll want to 
decide which products and product groups you want to give 
more traffic based on conversions when you’re structuring 
your campaign ads. This means you should have a good idea of 
what converts before you start creating your ads. 

You can also look at data trends in AdWords, and modify your 
performance variables in the report using the dimensions tab. 

If you’re unsure about how to find performance data  
in Google Analytics, check out this Google Analytics resource.

Day and Time Bids

In addition to elevating best sellers and down bidding poor 
performing product ads, you should also delve into Analytics  
to determine when product groups convert. Also, modify 
product bids based on time and day of the week (you can find 
this under the dimensions tab in AdWords). Change when your 
ads are running based on the day of the week and times for 
different days when people are more likely to purchase online. 
Just like your product groups, you’ll want to audit these bids to 
make sure those products are converting during the same  
time periods.

http://cpcstrategy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Google-Analytics-Guide-for-Ecommerce.pdf
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new googLe sHoPPing cAmPAigns  
Best PRActices

Pick one way of grouping products together and start 
with that.

If you want to create a few product groups based on 
Brand start with that. If you want to do it by Product 
Type or Category or Product ID, start with that. As you 
get more familiar with this new campaign structure you’ll 
start to understand how your product groups are working 
together and you can get more granular from there.

Start Slow. It’s better to start slow & get it right then to get 
too complicated too quickly & lose focus.

Increase bid levels for Google. CPCs on Google Shopping 
have been traditionally lower than text ads which is  
ridiculous considering how much better they convert.  
Google wants to give you visibility into how your competitors 
are bidding because they want a bidding war.

Start the Switch. It’s not imperative you switch  
everything over right away, especially if you have an  
extensive campaign built out. You can begin building the 
campaign now and move over gradually. If you only have 
a basic campaign built out, with just one or two ad groups, 
you might as well start using the new campaign structure.



LocAL PRoduct Listing Ads

cHAPteR 4
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LocAL PRoduct Listing Ads

While Google Product Listing Ads have been primarily aimed 
at driving online sales, the addition of local PLAs has provided 
value for physical, in-store sales as well.

Local PLAs provide tremendous value to retailers with a B&M 
presence in 2 ways:

They show local availability for Product Listing Ads. 
Search queries can now yield results that show an item’s 
availability at a nearby store.

 

For example, if I search for an “8 person tent” on Google, I can 
see that REI, a retailer with B&M stores, has a “Eureka Copper 
Canyon 8 tent” in stock nearby.

Clicking through on “in stock nearby” takes me to a Google 
local storefront.

Open
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Local storefronts (currently still in beta) are essentially a 
showcase for a qualifiying merchant’s website and nearby 
store. They not only feature a map of the store’s closest 
location, it also shows your store’s phone number and the 
availability of related items also at that nearby store.

Setting up a local storefront is an innovative, user-friendly  
way to convert online traffic into in-store sales, however 
you’ll need to first be approved by Google to use the program 
as well as have a product feed, a local products feed, and a 
Google Places account.

Because local storefronts need to be Google-approved and 
monitored closely (for stock reasons), the overall process can 
get complicated. Don’t hesitate to reach out to one of our Data 
Analysts for more insight at contact@cpcstrategy.com.

mailto:contact@cpcstrategy.com


moBiLe PRoduct Listing Ads
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moBiLe PRoduct Listing Ads

Q4 2013 made it clear that mobile product listing ads are going 
to be a huge factor to online sales performance in 2014. In our 
2013 Google Ecommerce Research Study, we garthered that 
year over year (YOY) in Q4, mobile Product Listing Ads (tablet 
and phone) were up:

326.22% for Traffic

102.43% for Revenue 

259.37% for Orders

As the PLA space stands right now, mobile product listing ads 
typically require a lesser bid (-75% to -25%) than desktop PLAs, 
but this trend may soon change as more retailers become 
more competitive on mobile.

The main takeaway here is to:

Determine if some of your ad groups are being shown 
on mobile devices.

Determine if the mobile traffic % of overall traffic and 
conversion rate is significant enough to make  
actionable changes to your mobile PLA bids.

http://cdn.cpcstrategy.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/2013-Google-ecommerce-study-4.pdf
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We’ve found that with optimized bids, mobile PLA traffic can 
and will actually surpass desktop traffic, but the conversion 
rates are typically much lower. This trend isn’t surprising  
considering how much real estate PLAs take up on a typical 
phone screen combined with the fact that it’s easier to search 
on mobile first then fill out purchase info on a desktop.

2.26%
Conversion 

Rate

2.95%
Conversion Rate



googLe dynAmic RemARketing
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googLe dynAmic RemARketing

Entering 2014, the sophistication of a standard Google PLA 
campaign has risen tremendously, where the “minimal”  
requirements are really now an optimized feed, calculated 
bids, mobile bid optimizations, a tested ad group structure, 
and Google Dynamic Remarketing as a supplement.

The Google Dynamic Remarketing program has cemented itself 
as a vital addition to any Google PLA campaign because of its 
high-targeting capabilities and dynamic display ad format.

Need help setting up Dynamic Remarketing campaigns? 
There’s a Guide for that.

http://cpcstrategy.com/dynamic-remarketing/
http://cpcstrategy.com/dynamic-remarketing/
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In a nut shell, Google Dynamic Remarketing (GDR) is a product 
feed-based retargeting program that allows you to target past 
visitors based on their past behavior (visited page, added to 
cart, past purchasers, etc.) with product-specific ads.



new googLe sHoPPing  
innovAtions (since tHe PLA guide 1.0)

cHAPteR 7
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new googLe sHoPPing  
innovAtions 

Other than the big one (Google Shopping Campaigns), there 
have been some interesting, highly innovative advancements 
and tests with the Google Shopping program.

Not all of these are fully rolled out yet, but we’ve spotted  
tests in the wild and can anticipate that most, if not all, will  
be mainstays.

googLe PLAy tAking oveR

We spotted Google dominating PLA listings when doing queries 
for different books. In many cases, Google nabs the first couple 
spots even if their product isn’t the most relevant for that  
query. Not great for book retailers…

Read the full investigation here.

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2013/11/the-next-big-pla-advertiser-is-google/
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PRice cHAnges Being disPLAyed

This doesn’t look to be fully integrated feature, but price 
change displays could be a huge differentiator for merchants 
on a comparison page.

Check out the full investigation here.

tRusted stoRes incoRPoRAting  
seLLeR Reviews

This one is here to stay. Essentially, merchants with the Trusted 
Stores badge will now have a much easier time attaining seller 
reviews on Google Shopping, thus giving Trusted Stores an even 
bigger advantage and differentiator over non-Trusted Stores.

Read the full news break here.

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2013/11/google-shopping-price-changes/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2013/11/google-trusted-stores-seller-reviews/
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instAnt PRoduct Listing Ad ResuLts

This innovation has only been spotted in a very small window, 
and it’s unclear whether this will be a fully-integrated feature 
in the future. If it is, however, it will be both a huge landmark 
in the strides PLAs have taken in dominating Google search 
results as well as a clear marker in Google’s huge investment in 
their ecommerce machine.

Read the full analysis of the feature here.

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2013/10/google-shopping-instant-product-listing-results/
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googLe engAgement Ads

In December 2013, Google opened up its Engagement Ads 
program to every retailer and advertiser. Engagement Ads are 
an interesting advertising channel for even non-retailers, but 
the cool thing here is the intro of a Google Store Catalog, which 
allows shoppers to shop directly in the “ad.”

Read the full analysis on Google Engagement Ads here.

googLe’s unListed RestRicted PRoducts

Google is notorious for suspending merchants for specific 
products/keywords within the merchant data feed, many of 
which are not listed in their official restricted products list. 

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2014/01/google-engagement-ads/
https://support.google.com/merchants/answer/2731539?hl=en
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Here are some examples of ingredients/products we’ve found 
to be on the “unofficial” restricted products list:

Bhelliom Enterprises (Brand)

Astragalus Extract

He Shou Wu

Weapons (Guns, Gun parts/hardware, Ammunition, 

Knives, Bombs, Throwing Stars, Brass Knuckles) 

Apricot Kernels

Muscle Marinade (Purus Labs)

Suppress NT (Nutrition Alliance International)

Avidex

Black Dragon by Blue Poppy Originals

Hyland’s Vaginitis

Hyland’s Arthritis

Source Naturals Muscle Mass

DHEA

L-Carnitine

HyperQuell 60 caps by Blue Poppy Originals

pHion Balance Whole Body Detoxification 90 Capsules

http://www.evitamins.com/nuhair-regrowth-for-women-natrol-16025
http://www.evitamins.com/avidex-avidex-33817
http://www.camformulas.com/black-dragon-60-caps-blue-poppy.html
http://www.webvitamins.com/product.aspx%3Fid%3D45744
http://www.evitamins.com/arthritis-pain-formula-hylands-2535
http://www.evitamins.com/muscle-mass-source-naturals-8260
http://www.evitamins.com/dhea-100-mg-life-extension-35132
http://www.camformulas.com/hyper-quell-60-caps-blue-poppy.html
http://www.webvitamins.com/product.aspx%3Fid%3D48958
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Google Shopping is continuously rolling out new features for 
retail search which incorporate and enhance PLAs. Research 
the value, cost, and implementation of each feature before 
you invest your time in updating PLAs. 

Here are some mainstays of the program:

Special Offers: Coupons available within Google 
 search for merchants

Google Trusted Stores: Badge on merchant site  
indicating seller quality score

Google Wallet: Google’s version of Paypal

Google Map Ads; Ads which display in  
Google maps

Google Remarketing: Google retargeting ads  
for customers who abandon your site

Mobile Ads: Google ads on mobile search

Google+ Profile, pages: Social network for Google  
which ingrates with search

Google Video Ads: Google video ads on Youtube  
and Google search

Mobile click-to-call: Allows Google searchers to call  
directly from a Google ad

http://www.google.com/offers/business/
http://www.google.com/trustedstores/
http://www.google.com/wallet/
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/3246303?hl=en
https://www.google.com/ads/innovations/remarketing.html
https://www.google.com/ads/innovations/mobile.html
https://www.google.com/ads/innovations/+page.html
https://www.google.com/ads/innovations/adwordsforvideo.html
https://www.google.com/ads/innovations/index.html
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get moRe on 
googLe, AmAzon, AdwoRds, 
& RetAiL seARcH

Find out how to increase your ROI on Google, Amazon, AdWords, and 
retail search campaigns without logging into a platform, dealing with 
technical elements of your data feed, or poring over performance data.

Dominate Retail Search

http://cpcstrategy.com/packages/
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